Careers Market Day

In its third year, the very successful Careers Market Day will again be run by the Alumni Association on 1 August in the Hearth. Aimed at current students who are contemplating life after University, Careers Market Day encourages practising firms to display current projects. Students are able to view these projects and chat with practitioners about their work options. Companies representing all of the disciplines within our Faculty are encouraged to participate. Workshops on career development and the world of work are also offered and are well attended.

If your firm would like to participate in this high profile event, please contact Michael Neustein at mneustein@n-urban.com

Design Studio Workshops 2006

Alumni invited to attend

As a new initiative, the Faculty will be running 10 Design Studio Workshops in the Wilkinson Building, 1 August - 11 August. Alumni of the University of Sydney, and young architects who work for University of Sydney alumni are invited to participate. Participation in these workshops will fulfill part of the Continuing professional Development requirement. Fee - $350. Spaces are limited!!!. Applications must be made urgently. Note - the workshops run by Lawrence Nield, Design inc, HPA and Hassell are for students only.

Alumni in the News

Dr Michael Steven, who completed his PhD under the supervision of Professor Gary Moore in Environment, Behaviour and Society, has just received the Best Poster Award at the International Society on Society and Natural Resources Conference in Vancouver, Canada for his work on “Environmental N,” a new method he developed during his PhD for recording and analysing people’s experience of the environment.